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Abstract: Aiming at the problem of virtual pointer control of all-digital automobile 

instrument, the paper puts forward a method of simulating the form of physical pointer 

and the updating feature of display. In this paper, writer uses affine transformation 

graphics processing algorithm to achieve virtual pointer rotation drive. At the same 

time, writer combines physical pointer movement and mechanism with display frame 

frequency to achieve virtual pointer motion control. The conclusion of the experiment 

is analyzed and verified by using the CANoe hardware in the ring simulation.The results 

of this study indicate that the indicating accuracy and response time of the virtual 

pointer met requirements, and movement process have not smear, jump and so on. 
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1. Introduction 

Automotive instrumentation experiences of the initial mechanical to the latest 

large-size TFT virtual instrument 5 generations of development. Speed's and other 

signal's expression experiences in the initial physical pointer to the TFT color on the 

virtual pointer. 

At present, the virtual pointer control mode is mainly used to simulate the physical form 

of circular dial, which the indication value is clear and easy to read. The movement 

control of virtual pointer is the key research content of automobile virtual instrument. 

On the one hand, for the speed and other dramatic changes in the signal pointer must 

be able to track in time to prevent significant hysteresis. On the other hand, the pointer 

movement process can not be obvious jump, tail and so on, which should be smooth to 

the target position. 
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Pointer movement method has two main methodsatpresent. The first method is to 

drive the speedometer pointer movement towards a fixed minimum stepping angle. In 

this method, the movement of the pointer can achieve the effect of easing, but for the 

larger angle difference pointer there is a slow response [1]. The second method is to 

introduce pointer acceleration and deceleration control. The principle of the method is 

that small angle changing directly uses the angle difference as the step angle, and large 

angle changing uses quadratic polynomial to determine the step angle. At the same 

time, the maximum stepping angle is restricted to prevent the tailing phenomenon [2]. 

This method has a good tracking effect on the sine wave test signal, but it is possible 

for the step angle of the signal to change frequently. 

This paper studies the pointer motion control of automobile virtual instrument on the 

basis of the display update characteristics and the physical pointer movement process. 

 

2. Virtual Pointer Rotation Drives Algorithm 

Virtual instruments form pointers by drawing polygons and filling their colors. In 

essence, the rotation of the virtual pointer is the rotation of the vertices of the polygon, 

as long as the relative position of the vertex are not changed. Affine transformation is 

a commonly used graphics processing algorithm in computer graphics, which can 

reflect the linear transformation relationship between two points in two-dimensional 

space [3]-[5]. Parallel straight lines are still parallel to each other after affine 

transformation, maintaining the two-dimensional graphics in the transformation before 

and after the linear and parallel. The principle of this algorithm is that the 

two-dimensional coordinate points are relatively invariant in spatial position after 

transformation, which conforms to the basic requirements of virtual pointer 

rotation.For two-dimensional space, any affine transformation can be represented by a 

linear relation matrix and a column vector. Therefore, the composite form of affine 

transformation can be decomposed into several transformations such as translation 

and rotation, and corresponding to the multiplication of the linear relation matrix. 

Translation transformation: Assuming that the two-dimensional coordinate point is 

translated into a new position, So the form of the translation transformation can be 

expressed as: 

1 0

0 1

x x x

y y y

       
        

       


                                                  (1) 

 
T

x y  are the corresponding translation matrix Rotation transformation: Assuming 

that the two-dimensional coordinate point  ,x y  becomes the center-centered rotation 

angle, So the form of the rotation transformation can be expressed as: 
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is a rotation matrix. 

Based on the nature of the affine transformation, the rotation of the two-dimensional 

virtual pointer can be abstracted as a complex linear transformation of finite coordinate 

points. In this paper, the upper left corner of the LCD screen is selected as the origin of 

the coordinate system of the display system. However, the rotation center of the virtual 

pointer is a point other than the origin in the coordinate system. So the virtual pointer 

rotation operation can be divided into translation, rotation, and then the translation of 

the composite transformation, as shown in Figure 2.1. 

Assuming that the coordinates of the virtual pointer rotation center are  ,a b  and the 

rotation angle is  .So the coordinate  ,x y   after the rotation of the vertex  ,x y  is 

calculated as: 
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the rotation transformation matrix around the origin of the coordinate system.So the 

original virtual pointer vertices are mapped to the new position by the three linear 

transformation matrices. 

 

Figure 2.1 Virtual pointer rotation atomic transformation decomposition 
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3. Virtual Pointer Motion Control Algorithm 

 

The movement of the virtual pointer is different from the traditional instrument physical 

pointer. Steering motor type pointer by the physical characteristics of the constraint 

angle is gradually changing. However, there is no mechanical inertia and other 

constraints, so the location of the pointer can be directly jump. In order to make the 

virtual pointer movement process has a physical pointer movement of the real sense, 

so the design control algorithm should be introduced when some physical mechanism. 

The traditional stepper motor instrument in the new position signal, the pointer is 

smooth to the target position. Specifically, the movement speed of the pointer is 

proportional to the position difference, that is, when the position difference is large, the 

movement speed of the pointer is fast, and the speed is close to the target position until 

it stops [6]. The motion of the virtual pointer should be simulated and followed by 

similar physical properties. 

In the display area, the frame frequency is a very important concept, that is, the 

number of frames actually displayed per second, or the number of times the picture is 

redrawning every second. If the frame frequency is higher, the visual effect of the 

external visualization is smoother, but the higher the requirement for graphics 

rendering efficiency. However, the human eye on the dynamic visual signal resolution 

are limited, while the LCD refreshes rate is fixed, so the virtual pointer position update 

frequency need to select the appropriate value. In this paper, the refresh rate of the 

LCD display is 60hz, that is, the time interval of the display update screen is 16.67ms. 

Ideally, the update time of the virtual pointer is the same as the field synchronization 

signal [7]. In the actual situation, the update frequency of the virtual pointer is affected 

by the time of single frame image rendering. If the drawing area ofthe image is larger, 

the higher the display performance requirement, the longer the time required to render 

each frame of the image. In the case where the angle difference is the same, assuming 

that the step angle of the virtual pointer in each frame image is the same, and the 

longer the frame frequency will cause the virtual pointer to reach the target position. In 

the case of a larger angle difference or a faster update of the target angle, the real-time 

and dynamic tracking of the virtual pointer can not meet the requirement of the 

instrument display. In this design, the display update area is optimized accordingly. 

Such as the background image placed in a separate layer, calculate the minimum failure 

area and other operations, so that the virtual pointer can achieve the normal operating 

frequency can reach 60hz. 

In the case of a certain frame frequency, the essence of the virtual pointer motion 

control is to calculate the step angle of the pointer in each frame of the image. If the 

step angle is small, the movement of the pointer process can not meet the basic 
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requirements of real-time tracking. If the step angle is too large, the virtual pointer will 

appear jump, tail and so on. This will give the driver a visual error, affecting driving and 

driving safety. Therefore, in order to take into account the virtual pointer display 

real-time and smoothing effect, the virtual pointer step angle needs to be limited to a 

certain range. 

In the case of a frame frequency of 60 hz, the step angle of the virtual pointer is set to 

a fixed value, and the test pointer is displayed at a constant speed at different speeds. 

The results are shown in Table 3.1. Taking into account the virtual pointer display and 

dynamic tracking real-time, the practical application of the value of the step angle is 

limited to 0.1 to 3.5, and the maximum angular velocity can reach 210 degrees per 

second, which enough to meet the speedometer and tachometer real-time Display 

requirements. 

 

Table 3.1 shows the effect of uniform motion at different angles 

Step angle(Degrees per 
frame) 

Angular velocity(Degrees per 
second) 

Virtual pointer movement effect 

0.1 ~ 1.5 10~ 100 Smooth movement 

1.5 ~ 2.5 100~ 200 Slightly blurred and The display is better 

2.5 ~ 5.0 200~ 300 Moderate blur and Smearing more serious 

>5.0 >300 
Pointer position jumpping and The effect is 

unacceptable 
 

It can be seen that choosing the appropriate step angle according to the size of the 

angle difference is the basic idea of the virtual pointer motion control. Through the 

comprehensive display effect, the angle difference is small when you choose a smaller 

step angle. If the angle difference is large, the stepping angle selects the stepping 

angle as large as possible. Therefore, it is possible to introduce acceleration and 

deceleration control logic during the movement of the virtual pointer, which can realize 

the effect of accelerating to constant speed and then slowing down. In the initial state, 

the virtual pointer starts at a speed of 0, and the speed of the pointer increases 

gradually. The acceleration time should be as short as possible and should not be 

unexpected. When the pointer accelerates to the preset maximum speed, it does not 

increase and keeps running at a uniform speed. The speed starts to decrease as it 

approaches the target position until the speed drops to 0 and the angle difference is 

zero. 

Based on this idea, The paper designs a complete virtual pointer motion control 

algor-ithm. First, the control algorithm abstracts out a virtual pointer to the data 

structure, as shown in Figure 3.2. The parameter ID is used to identify different virtual 

pointers. Pos_se-t and pos_act represent the target position and current position of the 

virtual pointer respectively. Speed_old is used to record the running speed of the 

pointer in the previous cycle. SPEED_THRESHOLD is the speed threshold parameter. 
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MAX_SPEED, MAX_ACC, and DIRECTION, respectively, limit the maximum speed of the 

virtual pointer, and whether the maximum acceleration and direction of operation are 

clockwise or counterclockwise. The virtual pointer module provides an initialization 

function InitVirtualPointerObj (uint8 id, uint32 MaxSpeed, uint32 MaxAcc, uint32 

SpeedThreshold) to complete the initialization assignment of the fixed parameter in the 

corresponding virtual pointer object. 

 

pos_set

pos_act

speed_old

MAX_SPEED

SPEED_THRESHOLD

MAX_ACC

ID

DIRECTION  

Figure 3.2 Virtual pointer data structure 

 

The virtual pointer motion control algorithm steps are as follows: 

1) Calculating the target position and the current position of the angle difference, if the 

difference is 0 to end the cycle position update operation. 

2) Through the speed step threshold compared to the current angle difference under 

the theoretical speed. 

3) To correct it, to prevent the speed changes faster than the maximum acceleration, or 

beyond the maximum speed limit. 

4) To determine the speed of the cycle of the pointer after the redraw the pointer and 

update the pointer object status parameters, the end of this cycle of operation. 

 

4. Virtual Pointer Indicates Test 

The test of the virtual pointer indicatesis divided into two pieces. One is to indicate the 

accuracy test to determine the actual indication of the virtual pointer angle and the 

theoretical angle between the error.The other is the response time test to determine 

whether the speed or speed signal value changes in the virtual pointer after the timely 

arrival of the target location. Test tools include the host computer, CANcaseXL interface 

card, power supply and the measured virtual instrument. 

 

4.1 Indication Error Test 

Input signal: The motor controller acquires the speed signal value and shares it to the 

CAN bus. The instrument changes the speed value to the actual vehicle speed 

according to the corresponding formula, and the speed range is 0 ~ 130km per hour. 
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The minimum value of the value is 1 km per hour. The minimum size of the dial is 10km 

per hour. 

Test Methods: 

1) Using the first rise and fall after the test sequence 

2) Using the message database established in CANoe to configure the transmission 

cycle of the motor controller packets to 50ms. 

3) To 30km per hour for the interval to test, respectively, to the motor controller node 

message speed signal assignment. 

4) Before reading the indicated value, the pointer needs to remain at least 2 mins at the 

test point. 

5) Calculating the relative error between the scale value of the actual indication and the 

theoretical calculated value. 

 The test results of the speedometer are shown in Table 4.1 when the theoretical 

speed is 30, 60, 90, 120 and 130. 

 

Table 4.1 Speedometer indication error test results 

Input speed (rpm) 2307 4614 6921 9228 10000 

Theoretical speed (km/h) 30 60 90 120 130 

1 
Indicates the measured value 33 65 96 128 138 

Absolute error 3 5 6 8 8 

       

2 
Indicates the measured value 33 65 96 128 138 

Absolute error 3 5 6 8 8 

       

3 
Indicates the measured value 33 65 96 128 138 

Absolute error 3 5 6 8 8 

       

4 
Indicates the measured value 33 65 96 128 138 

Absolute error 3 5 6 8 8 
 

According to the document eight, the speedometer indication value is not lower than 

the actual speed. The indicating speed and the current real speed meet the following 

relationship: 

1 2 20 /10 4V V V                                                             (4) 

1V  indicates the indication value of the speedometer and 2V represents the actual 

vehicle speed. 

According to the above calculation, the absolute error corresponding to the vehicle 

speeds 30, 60, 90, 120 and 130 is 7, 10, 13, 16 and 17, respectively. In this paper, the 

speed is divided into nine display intervals, the actual speed value on the basis of a 

different fixed offset, low speed when the offset is small, high speed offset, the actual 

speed 30, 60, 90, 120 and 130 corresponding to the forward deviation of 3, 5, 6, 8 and 

8. As can be seen from Table 4.1, the display speed of the virtual instrument meets the 
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design requirements, below the standard error limit, to meet the indication accuracy 

requirements. 

 

4.2.Virtual Pointer Response Time Test 

The pointer response time test is performed in descending and descending ways. First, 

the author will stabilize the pointer in the 0 position. Then, through the CANoe to the 

motor controller node node speed signal assignment, the speed of the valuesuddenly 

change to the maximum; the other hand, the speed signal of the value suddenly drop 

from the maximum to 0. In this process, the location of the pointer through the CAN 

message sent to the host computer in real time. The author can get pointer movement 

consumption time through the calculation of the beginning and end of the two 

messages between the time stamp difference. The movement of the pointer needs to 

be smooth and stable, no obvious jitter phenomenon. 

Test Methods: 

1) After the virtual meter is started, adjusting the value of the RPM signal to indicate 

the pointer to 0 bit. 

2) Manually enter the new RPM signal value 0xFF4F (corresponding to the maximum 

speed 10000rpm) 

3) Waiting for the pointer to move to the end. 

4) Calculating the time stamp difference between the start and end two messages to 

get the time from 0 to the maximum 

5) Repeat the above process, continuous test 4 times. 

6) Testing the speed of the vehicle speed signal from the maximum value to 0 when the 

pointer movement is consumed as described above. 

The above test, the speed pointer maximum step angle is 2 degrees per frame and the 

acceleration is 0.1 degrees per frame. In a single test, the output of the host computer 

trace window is shown in Figure 4.2. 

 

180（Km/h）
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Figure 4.2 Pointer Response Time Test Results 
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The movement of the pointer is smooth and stable, and there is no obvious trailing and 

jitter. The average response time of the pointer is 3.728766s and the counterclockwise 

response time is 2.120543s. The average response time of all full scale test is 

2.9246545s. According to the document nine, the response time of the pointer is 10s, 

and the response time of the measured instrument does not exceed the upper limit. 

The virtual pointer response time characteristic meets the basic requirements of the 

automobile instrument. 

 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, author usesthe CANoe hardware in the ring simulation to build a car 

virtual instrument test environment, and quantitatively analyzes the movement of the 

pointer performance. For the control method proposed in this paper, the developer 

should modify the corresponding parameters according to the specific hardware (such 

as the size of the LCD screen frame) and the corresponding requirements of the 

instrument products, which can change the virtual pointer to indicate the smoothness, 

response time and other indicators. 

Although the program hardware platform uses TOSHIBA system-on-chip TMPR46x-300 

microcontroller, but the software design of the control algorithm has universal 

applicability. 
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